MAY 2020

ASB NEWS LETTER

INFORMATION FOR MAY
ONLINE CLASSES
Dear ASB Students and Families,
We were so excited to see you all during March
and April on the YouTube Livestream and Zoom
classes. You did an amazing job with the
transition to a new way of taking class. Your
teachers
continue to be impressed by the energy and
dedication you bring to your work, whether in or
out of the studio.
As April comes to an end and May begins, classes
will continue on Zoom. Please see attached
the schedule for May. Some advanced classes
have extended hours and we will be sending new
Zoom links for some classes this week. Please
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watch for the class links in your email. On
Monday, May 25 th , there are no classes in
observance of the Memorial Day holiday.
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Some classes have already started learning choreography for showcase and we’ll expand this in
May in hopes of having a performance opportunity in July. Training the brain and the body to
remember long dance sequences is an important part of your dance education and working
towards a showcase performance is fun for us all. You make enormous progress, which is really
exciting to see!
If you had any technical problems joining the Zoom classes in April or if you missed any classes
and would like to do a make-up class, please let us know which classes you missed (with date)
and we will be happy to arrange for the make-ups. Please contact Ayako for classes with Mariko
Takahashi and Dominique Larose. Frankie will handle all other classes. We have designated a
few Intermediate/Advanced level classes that can accept make-ups. These are marked with an
asterisk (*) on the May schedule.
We will again hold tuition payments for May and will bill class by class with the same 15%
discount. We will be sending receipts and notifications so you will be aware when payment is
due.
Stay safe and well during the month of May, as long as the shelter-in-place ordinance is in
effect. We look forward so much to being in the studio again.
Thank you for your continued support and your flexibility in adapting to the new
circumstances. As always, please contact us with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,
Ayako Takahashi

